Air Track (inflatable sports track)
with Double Wall Fabric
Inflatable tumbling and gymnastics track
INTRODUCTION
We would like to kindly take this opportunity to
offer our Air Track (inflatable sports track) products
to your esteemed company.
The product is PVC cover inflatable air mattress for
gymnastics and sports training. We can supply in
sizes, as well as designs, according to your
requirements, while our regular sizes are as below:
Thickness 7 cm: 200 x 1000, 200 x 1500
Thickness 10 cm: 200 x 1000, 200 x 1500
Thickness 20 cm: 200 x 1000, 200 x 1500
With our very special export price (attached as
separate document) currently offered exclusively to
a select few overseas customers, we are confident
that you will be able to lower costs while
maintaining excellent product quality. Please kindly
refer to the following for more details.

OUR COMPANY: AIR FORCE
Air Force is a company dedicated to making
inflatable sports & recreation equipment. Our
workers have more than 20 years of know how
in making inflatable mattresses, with 100%
handmade craftsmanship.

Air Track provides a safe floor for sports
activities such as gymnastics and martial arts
training. It is a more convenient and reasonable
option compared to the generic type of gym
mattress.
Application
- Gymnastics training and school physical
education activities
- Martial arts training facilities, i.e. taekwondo,
karate, judo
- Any other sports & training facility requiring
inflatable track for covering large areas

Below are some of our notable achievements:
- ISO 9001:2008 (issued January 2013)
- Endorsed by Korea’s Small & Medium
Business Corporation as innovative and high
quality product manufacturer for year 2012
- Number one market share in South Korea for
inflatable camping mattress product
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Contact person: Gregory Heo, Export Manager
E-mail: export@air-force.co.kr
Skype ID: heogreg

Mobile: 82-10-3703-3016 Tel: 82-70-8808-7854
Product website: www.air-force.co.kr

Fax: 82-2-3663-7854

Air Track (inflatable sports track)
with Double Wall Fabric
Advantages
- Advantages of inflatable product: compact
storage, light to carry and easy to install
- Hygienic advantages of PVC cover: gathers
less humidity and dust compared to generic
mattress covered with cloth, therefore
attracting less dust mites and fungi
- Double wall fabric: the mattress is more
robust and can be offered in a wide selection
of thickness to suit the customer’s need
Double Wall Fabric

petrochemical/industrial fabric in Korea for our
supply of PVC fabric and double wall fabric
strands.
2. Climatic Conditions
For durability (product life), it is imperative
that production environment is strictly
controlled, i.e. temperature and humidity. When
produced in warmer and more humid regions,
manufacturing conditions are sub-optimal, and
expected product life drops to 1/3.

COMPANY PROFILE

Myriads of special polyester strands hold the
upper and lower walls together, allowing the
mattress to retain shape under heavier load,
without bending and warping. It stands up to
about twice as much pressure compared to
traditional inflatable products!

ADVANTAGES OF MADE IN KOREA
1. Petrochemical Industry
South Korea enjoys a well developed and
globally competitive petrochemical industry
sector. Therefore, we are well positioned to
source high quality PVC fabric at a good price,
which is one of the important factors of
achieving price competitiveness. We work with
some of the leading manufacturers of
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